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The C-B-H Formula of Lie theory guarantees that exp(x)exp(y) =: exp(w), where w can be 
expressed as an infinite series of (iterated) commutators, [a, b] = ab - ba, when x and y are 
noncommuting variables. It is shown here in Section 1 that a q-analog of this formula exists 
with the exponential replaced by its q-analog and the commutator eplaced by the q-bracket 
[a, b] = q& - ba. In fact, the q-brackets span the ring of power series in JC and y. Section 2 
contains a little history of this problem, and a class of related algebras called q-Lie algebras is 
introduced in Section 3. J 
0. Inmction 
In Lie theory, the C-h-H formula is exp(x)exp(y ) = exp(w), where 
w =x + Y +a[& Yl-im, Yl, x]+[[y, x], y-J+ l ’ ‘. 
Here, x and y are noncommuting variables and the rest of the series consists of 
iterated commutators. Roofs of this result are either elementary but tedious or 
elegant but deep. See e.g. [2] or [6]. The q-analog below has a proof which is both 
elementary and short. 
As usual with q-analogs, we may consider q in severa ways. If we take q in a 
topological field, we obtain the usual C-B-H as q -+ 1, with proper attention to 
convergence. but q must not be a root of uniiy. Alternatively, we may think of q 
as a vari&le which commutes with x and y, and then we need pl.ace no restriction 
on q. A third setting is inside an associative (topological) algebra, x and y 
noncommuting, q in the center, and 1+ q, 1 + q + q*, . . . all invertible. I will not 
discuss convergence properties here and will stick to the first setting, to simplify 
discussion. _. 
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1. The q4hmpbell4hker-H8usdo~ formd8 
LA3 
e(x) = C 
xn 
(E+q)(l+q+q”)** l (l+q+* * l +yn--9’ 
and let [x, y]= 4xy - yx be the q-bracket. (Of course, for e(x) to make sense, 4 
must not be a root of unity.) Then e(x)e(y) = e(w), for a series w of (iterated) 
q-brackets of x and y : 
w=x+y+ &bv Yl- 4 
(1 +4)2(1 +4 +42) 
(Rx9 VI, xl+Ny, 4, yn+” l l l 
The 4-C-B-H formula is a corollary of the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let 4 be a nonroot of unity contained in the field k. Then the (E) left 
associated y-brackets [* - - [[z,, rJ. zJ, . . *, z,,], in which each Zi is an x or a y and 
mere ctre exactly k y’s, are linearly independent, and thus all of the q-brackets form 
u basis for tlte (graded) noncommutative rrng of (formal) power series k[[x, y]]. 
Proof. Consider the 1:) q-brackets mentioned in the statement. These are linearly 
independent if and only if the determinant of their coordinates in terms of the 
usual monomials is not 0. First consider the column vector V(n, k) having as 
cntrics the (:I cl-brackets; for example, 
Then V(rt, k) can partitioned as follows: 
(*) 
Vbt*kJ= 
[Wn - 1, k-0, y] qV(rr 
pf(n- l.k).x] 
-l,k--l)y-yV(n-l,k-1) , 
4VQn - 1, k)x -xV(n - 1, k) 
V(n, 0) = ((q - l)“‘-lx’c), V(n, n) = ((9 - 1)“‘-‘y”). 
This identity allows us to proceed with a Pascal type induction. Namely, we 
deduce from the linear independence of the entries of V(n - 1, k - 1) and V(n - 
1 ,3 the linear independence of those of V(n, k). Clearly, if k = 0 or k = n, the 
result IS *rue since one nonzero vector is linearly Lrdependent. We now consider 
the coordinate matrices M(n, k) of the q-brackets in terms of the ordinary 
monomials. We will show that if the determinants of both M(n - 1, k - 1) and 
M(n - 1, k) are nonzero, then so is that of M( n, k). We write the coordinates in a 
particular order which facilitates our co!mputation. Write the columns in the order 
X . . . y, X . . . X, y . . , y_ y . . l x inductively and the rows (q-brackets) in the same 
order. For example, for n = 4, k = 2, the order is xxyy, xyxy ; xyyx; yxxy ; yxyx, 
yxyx. ‘Then from ( *! the matrix M(n, k) consists of M(n - 1, k - 1) and M(n -- 
1, kj, sav A and B for short, interleaved. With r = (:I:) and Y = (m&k ‘j, and the _ 
columns of A and I3 being Ai and & the matrix M(n, k) can be parti?ioned thusr 
= 6’ ; l (4P,-P& 
(+I) 
where 
r s ,,. . - 
-4--&W+ / 
i r-i s-i i I 
Now it is easy to see that the deter&nant of the coordinate matrix is 
IAI l IBI l lqp1 -&I, in which the determinants of A and B are not zero by 
induction hypothesis. Further, the last determinant lqPl - &I = IqI- &P,‘I l IPI\, 
which is f the characteristic polynomial of P,P,‘. It is well-known (and easy to 
see) that a permutation mstrix can have as eigenvalues only roots of unity, hence 
the restriction on q. 
2. origias of the problem 
The pol;ynomial operator D4 defined by 
Q(P)(x)= 
PkP) - p(x) 
- qx x 
was introduced in the 1890’s by Jackson [3]. A few others studied this and related 
matters, but it was largely ignored until George Andrews modernized and 
expanded its treatment in [ 1) to obtain a partial q-analog of Rota’s binomial type 
theory, [4] and many others. Andrews used the operator qp(x) = F(qx) for his 
analog of Rota’s translation E. With this notation, 
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and other operators are easier to write ‘down and study; e.g., 
dq =&U-q-“. - 
In studying the algebra of such operators to try to End a f-tier analog of the 
binomial type ‘rkeory, I was led to consider the qcommutator [A, S3, = 
AI? -@A, for these operators satisfy reasonably nice identities with this com- 
mutator. For example, 
ID,, xJq = cx, 4Jq = 1, 
and 
co,, tlIq = 14, QJq = cs, clq = C’4,dq = 0. 
The idea that this commutator was natural here was reinforced by 
Schiitzenberger’s paper [S] in which he showed that e(x)e(y) = e(x + y) if and only 
if [x. y Jq = 0. This last led me to search for the q-C-B-H formula, and is, of 
course, a corollary of my formula. 
3. A dass of algebras 
Let A be an associative algebra and q a scalar or in the center of A. We define 
the q-Lie algebra 4 to be A but with the q-bracket for multiplication: x l y = 
qxy - yx. Of course, A, = A- of Lie algebra theory. 
These algebras have many nice properties, some of which I list to spark interest. 
(They are all easy to show.) LJsing the commutator notation [x, y] = x 9 y - y l x, 
A4 is 
(1) power associative: X” does not depend on association, 
(2) flexible: [Cx, ~1, x 3 = [x, [y, xl]. 
(3) Jordan: [[x, y], x2] = [x, y, x2]], 
(4) Lie admissible: (AJ is Lie. 
4 alsrs has a form of the Jacobi identity which follows from 
xy-yx=(x*y-y*x)/(l+q). 
I will aati that 4 is not left or right alternative, so its study will be challenging. 
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